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T
his paper describes a time-resolved,
charge carrier-resolved map of decay
from the first excitonic state of colloi-

dal CdSequantumdots (QDs).Weconstructed
this map, which includes six distinguishable
competitions between radiative and nonra-
diative decay pathways over the lifetime of
the excitonic state in the sample, by perform-
ing a combination of transient absorption (TA)
and time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL)
spectroscopy on a solution-phase ensemble
of 5.0-nm QDs. Multiexponential dynamics of
excitonic decay are common for colloidal QDs,
due to heterogeneity in size, shape, degree of
aggregation, and surface passivation and
structure within a given QD sample.1-3 This
heterogeneity leads to a variety of decay
processes available to band-edge excitons,
where each observed time constant, τ, is an
average excited state lifetime for a population
of QDs with some set of available decay path-
ways ranging in time scale from hundreds of
femtoseconds to microseconds.1,4-9 Here, we
show that the complementary techniques of
TA and TRPL spectroscopies can yield enough
information to build a comprehensive and
physically meaningful picture of excitonic de-
cay in CdSe QDs.
Our analysis has three characteristics

that distinguish it from previous work on
the excitonic dynamics of QDs: (i) We moni-
tor both transient absorptions and emissions
from the band-edge excitonic state of CdSe
QDs over the time window of 100 fs to 500
ns, and show that these two types of experi-
ments yield the same six time constants for
excitonic decay. Previous studies have uti-
lized PL upconversion,5,10-17 ultrafast TA (fs-
TA),1,5-8,17-23 nanosecond TA (ns-TA),24 and
time-correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC)5,24,25 invariouscombinations, buthere
we use all four techniques on QDs with the
same diameter and passivating ligands. (ii) We
introduce a method for determining the

relative contributions of electron dynamics
and hole dynamics to each observed decay
component by comparing signals in the visible
and NIR regions of the TA spectra. Unlike
previous studies,8,17,21 includingourown,26 this
method quantitatively partitions each compo-
nent into electron and hole contributions, and
does so utilizing samples with their native
ligands; that is, it does not require treatment
of theQDswith ligands intended to specifically
perturb the dynamics of the electron or the
hole. (iii) Using only TA and TRPL spectroscopy
at room temperature, we provide evidence for
multiple emissive excitonic states in which the
hole is not in the valence band, but rather a
relaxed or trapped state.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of QD Samples. Figure 1
shows the ground state absorption spec-
trum of the CdSeQDs used in this study. The
peak of the band-edge absorption feature is
at 572 nm, and the average diameter of the
QDs in the sample is 5.0(0.6 nmasmeasured
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ABSTRACT A combination of transient absorption (TA) and time-resolved photoluminescence

(TRPL) spectroscopies performed on solution-phase samples of colloidal CdSe quantum dots (QDs)

allows the construction of a time-resolved, charge carrier-resolved map of decay from the first

excitonic state of the QD. Data from TA and TRPL yield the same six exponential components, with

time constants ranging from ∼1 ps to 50 ns, for excitonic decay. Comparison of TA signals in the

visible and near-infrared (NIR) spectral regions enables determination of the relative contributions of

electron and hole dynamics to each decay component, and comparison of TA and TRPL reveals that

each component represents a competition between radiative and nonradiative decay pathways. In

total, these data suggest that the QD sample comprises at least three distinct populations that differ

in both the radiative and nonradiative decay pathways available to the excitonic charge carriers, and

provide evidence for multiple emissive excitonic states in which the hole is not in the valence band,

but rather a relaxed or trapped state.

KEYWORDS: transient absorption . photoluminescence upconversion .
time-correlated single photon counting . quantum dot . charge carrier trapping .
radiative recombination
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by transmission electron microscopy (Figure 1, inset,
see Supporting Information for size histogram). Dy-
namic light scattering measurements of the size dis-
tribution of a solution of the QDs in distilled CHCl3 at
the same concentration used for the TAmeasurements
showed a single peak also centered at 5.0 nm (see
Supporting Information); there is no evidence of ag-
gregates in solution. Inductively coupled plasma atom-
ic emission spectroscopy of the QDs indicates that, as
previously reported27,28 for samples prepared with
commercially available technical grade TOPO (90%)
as the coordinating solvent, these QDs are cadmium-
enriched with a Cd/Se ratio of 2.3 ( 0.1.

TRPL and TA Yield Comparable Time Constants over a Dynamic
Range of 6 Orders of Magnitude. Dynamics Measured by

TRPL. Figure 2A shows the steady-state PL spectrum
of the QDs in CHCl3 excited at 534 nm. The peak of the
PL is at 579 nm, and the fwhm of the PL peak is 22 nm;
the QDs have a PL quantum yield of 5% in distilled
CHCl3. We monitored the time-dependence of the PL
at 579 nm (marked with a dotted line in Figure 2A)
using PL upconversion spectroscopy (instrument re-
sponse function, IRF = 300 fs, Figure 2B) and time-
correlated single photon counting (TCSPC, IRF = 280
ps, Figure 2B, inset). We used excitation energies
higher than the bandgap (520 nm for the upconver-
sion and 450 nm for the TCSPC) in order to avoid
interference between the excitation source and the
PL signal, which occurs at an energy that is only 0.02
eV less than the band-edge absorption. Excitation
above the bandgap produces excitonic states with
“hot” (above band-edge) holes, but the rise of the
TRPL kinetic trace characteristic of intraband relaxa-
tion of hot carriers to the band-edge appears to be
instrument-limited in our case.5

The TCSPC and PL upconversion kinetic traces (as
well as the TA kinetic traces described below) were fit
to a sum of exponential components, Ci eq 1,

Ci ¼ Ai exp
- t

τi

� �
(1)

where each Ci has an associated time constant, τi, and
amplitude, Ai. To compare amplitudes among different
wavelengths, we normalize the amplitudes for each
kinetic trace such that

P
i

Ai = 1. The kinetic trace from
the PL upconversion experiment fit to a sum of four
exponentials with time constants of 730 fs, 4.5 ps, 48 ps
(τ1, τ2, and τ3 in Table 1), and 3 ns. The kinetic trace
from the TCSPC experiment fit to a sum of three
exponentials with time constants of 1.4, 13, and 45 ns
(τ4, τ5, and τ6 in Table 1). We interpret the 3-ns time
constant in the upconversion trace to be a weighted

Figure 1. Ground-state absorption spectrum and repre-
sentative TEM (inset) of 5.0-nm QDs; the peak of the band-
edge absorption is at 572 nm.

Figure 2. (A) Steady-state PL spectrum of the CdSe QDs; the
dotted line indicates thewavelength atwhichwemonitored
the time-dependence of the PL using ultrafast PL upcon-
version (B) and TCSPC (B, inset).

TABLE 1. Time Constants (τ) for Decay Components C1-C6
Obtained from Multiexponential Fits of Features within

Transient Absorption and TRPL Spectra

feature τ1 (ps) τ2 (ps) τ3 (ps) τ4 (ns) τ5 (ns) τ6 (ns)

TRPL peak (580 nm)a 0.73 4.5 48 1.4 13 45
VIS-TA GS bleach (572 nm)b 4.5 48 0.70 12 46
NIR-TA 900 nm 4.7 43 0.46 (9.2)c

NIR-TA 1000 nm 3.2 35 0.28 (8.2)c

NIR-TA 1100 nm 3.8 37 0.66 (13)c

NIR-TA 1200 nm 2.9 30 0.43 (13)c

NIR-TA 1300 nm 2.8 28 0.36 (13)c

NIR-TA 1400 nm 2.5 26 0.39 (15)c

a Values of τ4, τ5, and τ6 aremeasured by TCSPC. Values of τ1, τ2, and τ3 are measured
by PL upconversion. b Values of τ5 and τ6 are measured by ns-TA. Values of τ2, τ3, and
τ4 are measured by fs-TA.

c Values of τ5 in parentheses are necessary components to
achieve a good fit of the kinetic trace, but are not necessarily measured accurately by
the fs-TA experiment because they lie outside the experiment's time window.
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average of τ4 and τ5 measured with TCSPC, which is
more accurate than upconversion on the nanosecond
time scale because its time window is 280 ps to 500 ns,
whereas the time window for upconversion is 300 fs to
3000 ps. The time constants in Table 1 agree with
excitonic lifetimes in the ranges of 2-5 ps10-16,20,21,29

(τ2) and 30-50 ps,8,10,11,13,17,21,29 (τ3) measured with
both fs-TA and PL upconversion by several groups, and
with average lifetimes of ∼20 ns (τ4, τ5, and τ6)
measured with TCSPC5,21,30,31 for similarly sized CdSe
QDs in solution.

Since the PL quantum yield of the QD sample is less
than 100%, we are not just observing the natural
radiative lifetimes of several populations of QDs; rather,
each time constant, τ, in the time-resolved decay of PL
intensity is an average lifetime that results from a
competition between at least one radiative rate of
decay, kr, and at least one nonradiative rate of decay,
knr, eq 2.

τ ¼ 1
kr þ knr

(2)

Dynamics Measured by TA. In many cases, a fit to a
sum of four exponentials (as we use for the femtose-
cond data) is difficult to distinguish from a fit with a
continuous distribution of exponentials. We therefore
rigorously compared fits of all of our datasets (TRPL and
TA) with sums of exponentials to fits including
stretched exponentials and fits to the Tachiya model,
which describes the decay of the excited states via

Poisson-distributed pathways (see the Supporting In-
formation). Our major conclusions are: (i) use of the
distributed functions (stretched and Poisson-derived
exponentials) did not decrease the number of fitting
parameters required to obtain adequate fits of the data
(as measured by uniform scattering of residuals across
a zero line); (ii) stretched exponentials (and combina-
tions of stretched exponentials with single exponen-
tials) fit only select data sets; and (iii) the Poisson-
derived fits, which are appealing for our system
because they, in principle, separate radiative and non-
radiative pathways, are completely equivalent to the
multiexponential fits in that their fitting parameters are
just linear combinations of the set of fitting parameters
obtained from the multiexponential fits (we demon-
strate the transformation between the two sets of
functions in the Supporting Information). Furthermore,
use of the Poisson functions in the analysis of electron
and hole contributions to each decay process yields a
quantitatively similar answer to that we get using the
multiexponential fits (as described in the next section).
We are therefore confident that, although our four-
exponential fit function is not a unique fit of the data, it
is a member of a set of functions that fit the data
adequatelywith the fewest fitting parameters, and that
each member of this set of functions leads to the same
mechanistic interpretation of the data.

Figure 3A shows TA spectra of the QDs in CHCl3 in
the visible and NIR (inset) regions, obtained by probing
these regions following excitation of the QDs at 572
nm, the peak of the band-edge absorption. The TA
spectra shown in Figure 3A are described in detail
elsewhere;7,26 the major feature in the visible region
(the peak of which is marked by the dotted line) is the
bleach of the ground state (GS) band-edge absorption
of the QDs induced by photoexcitation by the pump
beam. Because of the large near-degeneracy of va-
lence band-edge states compared to conduction
band-edge states in CdSe QDs, the recovery of the

Figure 3. (A) Transient absorption spectra of QDs in CHCl3
obtained by exciting to the first excitonic state and probing
in the visible and NIR (inset). Both spectra are shown at the
peak of the instrument-limited rise in signal. (B) Kinetic trace
of the recovery of the ground state bleach at 572 nm
(indicated by the dotted line in A) on the femtosecond and
nanosecond (inset) time scales. The fs-TA kinetic trace is fit
to a sum of four exponential functions, and the ns-TA trace
is fit to a sumof two exponential functions. (C) Kinetic traces
of the decays of excited state absorptions at 100-nm inter-
vals from 900 to 1400 nm. These kinetic traces are fit to a
sum of four exponential functions.
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GS bleach exclusively reflects the dynamics of depopu-
lation of electrons from the conduction band-edge
states.6,8,17

The fs-TA kinetic trace at the GS bleach (IRF = 200 fs,
Figure 3B) fits to a sum of four exponentials, with time
constants of 4.5 ps, 48 ps, and 0.70 ns (listed as τ2, τ3,
and τ4 in row 2 of Table 1) and 11 ns. The ns-TA kinetic
trace at the GS bleach (IRF = 7 ns, Figure 3B, inset) fits to
a sum of two exponentials with time constants of 12
and 46 ns (τ5 and τ6 in row 2 of Table 1). The values of
τ5 measured by ns-TA and fs-TA are within 8% of each
other, and the values of τ5 and τ6 measured by ns-TA
are within 8% of the two longest time constants mea-
sured by TCSPC. Furthermore, the values of τ2 and τ3
measured with fs-TA at the GS bleach are within 2% of
the values measured by PL upconversion; in the fits of
both the TA and PL data, these two time constants were
insensitive to variation of the longer time constants. In
contrast, τ4 (∼1 ns) was the least robust time constant in
all fits; it was sensitive to the time constants and ampli-
tudes of both faster and slower components. We believe
this sensitivity accounts for the discrepancy between the
values of τ4 measured by TA and PL (which differ by a
factor of 2).

Figure 3A, inset, shows the NIR-TA spectrum
from 900 to 1400 nm. This region contains overlap-
ping spectra of transitions of the electron and hole in
band-edge states to higher-energy excited states;
decay of the NIR features therefore corresponds to
depopulation of these band-edge states by the exci-
tonic electrons and holes. We26 and others17 have
shown previously that hole transitions contribute pri-
marily to the low-energy side of the NIR spectrum, and
the high-energy side of the spectrum is due primarily
to electron transitions. We fit a series of kinetic traces
from 900-1400 nm to a sum of four exponentials
(IRF = 200 fs, Figure 3C). We found that τ2, τ3, and τ4
vary as a function of wavelength across the NIR region
(rows 3-8 in Table 1): the time constants measured at
the high-energy end of the NIR (i.e., 900 nm) are most
similar to those measured at the GS bleach, and, in
general, the time constants decrease on going from
900 to 1400 nm (although τ4 oscillates somewhat). The
decrease in time constants is concurrent with an
increase in the amplitude of C2, the fastest observed
component in the TA decay (see the Supporting
Information for a table of amplitudes from the single-
wavelength fits in the visible and NIR).

We believe that the decrease in the observed values
of τ2, τ3, and τ4, and the increase in the amplitude of C2
on going from 900 to 1400 nm are due to the con-
tribution of C1, the subpicosecond component that we
resolve in the TRPL kinetic trace, to the low-energy
region of the spectrum. We cannot resolve C1 from C2
in the TA kinetic traces in either the NIR or visible
regions; that is, the quality of the fit of these kinetic
traces does not improve significantly upon increasing

the fit function from four to five exponentials, as
judged by negligible changes in the scattering of
residuals across a zero line and in the value of χ2 for
the fit. The observation that the values of τ2 and τ3 from
the kinetic trace of the GS bleachmatch the values of τ2
and τ3 from the PL indicates that C1 does not con-
tribute significantly to the recovery of the GS bleach. To
confirm that the decrease in τ2, τ3, and τ4 across theNIR
spectrum is due to the contribution from C1, we
performed a global fit of 21 kinetic traces across the
NIR to a sum of five exponentials, in which τ1 was fixed
to 0.73 ps (the time constant we obtained with TRPL),
and τ2-τ5 were fixed to the values of τ2-τ5 obtained
from fitting the recovery of the GS bleach (row 2,
Table 1); in other words, we manually deconvolved
C1 and C2 in the NIR kinetics. We found from this fit
that the normalized amplitude of C1 is zero for wave-
lengths from 925 to 1100 nm (the electron side of
the spectrum) and increases on going from 1100 to
1400 nm (the hole side of the spectrum), Figure 4. We
conclude from the observations that C1 does not
contribute to the recovery of the GS bleach, and that
C1 only appears to contribute to the region of
the NIR spectrum that contains signal from hole-
mediated decay processes, that C1 is an ultrafast hole
relaxation process that out-competes any available
charge recombination pathways. This subpicosecond
component;which has been observed previously as a
discrepancy between dynamics at ∼1400 nm and
dynamics at the GS bleach,21,29 but not identified;
cannot be due to relaxation of an energetically hot hole
to the edge of the valence band because intraband
relaxation would manifest as a rise in the PL upconver-
sion trace rather than a decay.5

The one-to-one correspondence between dy-
namics measured by TA and those measured by TRPL
is an important result. This result indicates that each
excitonic lifetime, τ, we observe in TA is a lifetime
defined by eq 2; each lifetime originates from a state

Figure 4. Normalized amplitudes of C1-C5 from a global
regression analysis of kinetic traces at 25 nm intervals from
900 to 1400 nm, in which τ1 was fixed to 0.73 ps and τ2-τ5
were fixed to the values of τ2-τ5 from the fit of the recovery
of the GS bleach (Table 1).
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that is potentially emissive, but is competing with a
nonradiative quenching process. The TA data alone
could not have revealed this result because TA only
indicates that charge carriers are depopulating their
band-edge states; it does not tell us that the states
from which these particles decay are potentially radia-
tive states. In formulating our mechanism for excitonic
decay, we assume the simplest case: that only one
radiative rate and one nonradiative rate compete
to yield each observed excitonic lifetime, although
we acknowledge that each of these rates could be an
effective rate constant that is the sum of rates for
several processes.

A Comparison of VIS- and NIR-TA Spectra Reveals the
Contributions of Each Charge Carrier to Each Component of
Excitonic Decay. Comparison of PL and TA data has
revealed that each of the six decay components that
we observe reflects a competition within the ensemble
of QDs between a radiative recombination, which, by
definition, has equal contributions from electrons and
holes, and a nonradiative decay. Nonradiative decay
processes in QDs can involve only the electron (electron
trapping), only the hole (hole trapping), or both (Auger
recombination, for example).32 The following analysis of
the visible andNIR TA spectra allows us to determine the
relative contributions of electron and hole dynamics to
each decay component.

Equation 3 is an expression for ηn,e, the fraction of
the total normalized amplitude of a given component
Cn that is accounted for by electron decay; 1 - ηn,e is
the fraction of the amplitude of Cn accounted for by
hole decay.

ηn, e ¼ χn, e
χn, e þ χn, h

(3)

In eq 2, χn,e and χn,h denote the fraction of the total
population of electrons and holes, respectively, in
band-edge states that decay via Cn. To determine ηn,e,
we need to find χn,e and χn,h. We can calculate χn,e and
χn,h by comparing the normalized amplitudes of each
component at two wavelengths in the TA spectrum:
one wavelength at which 100% of the spectral ampli-
tude results from electron transitions, and one wave-
length at which 50% of the spectral amplitude
originates from hole transitions and 50% originates
from electron transitions. We could do the calculation
with any two wavelengths for which we know the
relative spectral amplitudes of electron and hole, but it
is simplest with this combination of wavelengths. The
wavelength at which 100% of the amplitude is due to
electron transitions is the GS bleach; we will call this
wavelength λVIS. The Supporting Information describes
in detail how we determined the wavelength in the
NIR at which the electron and hole contribute equally
to the spectral amplitude; it is 1170 nm for the 5.0-nm
CdSe QDs used in this study, and we denote it λNIR.

We first find χn,e, the fraction of the total population
of electrons in conduction band-edge states that decay
via Cn, by fitting the kinetic trace at λVIS (= 572 nm).
Since the kinetic trace at λVIS only reflects electron
dynamics, χn,e is equivalent to the normalized ampli-
tude of Cn at λVIS: χn,e = An,VIS. Next, to find χn,h, we
examine the kinetic trace at λNIR (= 1170 nm). The
normalized amplitude of Cn at λNIR, An,NIR, has contribu-
tions from electron and hole dynamics, eq 4.

An,NIR ¼ An,NIR, e þAn,NIR, h (4)

Since the electron and the hole contribute equally to
the spectral amplitude at λNIR, the amplitude of the
electron-mediated portion of the decay, An,NIR,e, and
the amplitude of the hole-mediated portion of the
decay, An,NIR,h, are given by eq 5.

An,NIR, e ¼ χn, e0:5
An,NIR, h ¼ χn,h0:5

ð5Þ

Combining eqs 4 and 5, substituting An,VIS for χn,e, and
solving for for χn,h yields eq 6:

χn, h ¼ 2An,NIR -An,VIS (6)

Finally, substituting eq 6 for χn,h and An,VIS for χn,e in
eq 3 yields eq 7:

ηn, e ¼ 0:5
An, VIS
An,NIR

(7)

which expresses ηn,e, the fractional contribution of
electron dynamics to Cn, in terms of the experimen-
tally observable quantities An,VIS and An,NIR. Equation 7
quantitatively formulates the “electron character” (and,
therefore also the “hole character”) of a given compo-
nent, Cn.

Three simple examples of the application of this
amplitude analysis are (i) ifAn,VIS/An,NIR = 2 for a particular
component, then ηn,e = 1 and 100%of the component is
due to electron decay; (ii) if An,VIS/An,NIR = 0, then ηn,e = 0,
and 100% of the component is due to hole decay; (iii) if
An,VIS/An,NIR = 1, then ηn,e = 0.5, and the decay compo-
nent is due to a process that has equal contributions
from electron and hole transitions.

TABLE 2. Normalized Amplitudes (A) and Ratios of

Amplitudes (AVIS/ANIR) for Decay Components Obtained

from Transient Absorption Measurements

feature A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 þ A6

VIS-TA GS bleach (λVIS = 572 nm) 0.0 0.061 0.12 0.092 0.73
NIR-TA absorption (λNIR = 1170 nm) 0.033 0.28 0.26 0.055 0.37
AVIS/ANIR

a 0.0 0.22 0.46 1.7 2.0
% electron/% hole 0/100 11/89 23/77 85/15 100/0

a AVIS is the normalized amplitude of each component at the wavelength of the
peak of the GS bleach; ANIR is the normalized amplitude of each component at the
wavelength in the NIR where electron and hole contribute equally to the spectral
amplitude, 1170 nm.
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We do not know the relative oscillator strengths of
the intraband transitions of electrons and holes mea-
sured by NIR TA,33 so we cannot calculate the relative
populations of electrons and holes that participate in
each decay component from their relative amplitudes.
We can safely assume, however, that the oscillator
strengths of the two charge carriers are similar because
the total spectral amplitude in the NIR region, which
includes signals from both electron and hole transi-
tions created from a single pump pulse, does not vary
by more than a factor of 3 on going from 900 nm,

where the spectral amplitude originates almost exclu-
sively from the electron, to 1400 nm, where the spectral
amplitude originates fromboth the electron and the hole.
Assignment of Charge Carrier Contributions to Each Decay

Component Based on the Amplitude Analysis. Table 2 lists
An,VIS/An,NIR, where λVIS = 572 nm and λNIR = 1170 nm,
for the components observed in the TA experiments.
We use the normalized amplitudes A1-A5 from the
five-exponential global fit of the fs-TA NIR kinetics
(where τ1 was fixed to 730 fs) in this analysis in order
to separate the contributions of C1 and C2. In addition,

Figure 5. Illustration of the decay pathways that are available upon photoexcitation to the different populations of QDs
present in our sample.
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we did not measure C5 and C6 in the NIR (because we
do not have a NIR probe for ns-TA), but we do know
their combined amplitude in the NIR-it is simply the
amplitude of C5 in the global fit of the fs-TA kinetic
trace. We therefore perform the amplitude analysis
using their combined amplitude, A5 þ A6.

Figure 5 is the map of excitonic decay that we
derive from the assignments based on the amplitude
analysis. For C1, AVIS/ANIR ≈ 0, so, by eq 7, 100% of this
component is due to decay of the hole. We believe C1 is
a competition between radiative recombination from
the initially prepared exciton (with rate constant kr,1)
and nonradiative, hole-mediated relaxation of this
exciton (with rate constant knr,1), Figure 5, top. The fact
that there is no apparent contribution from the radia-
tive recombination (which would appear as contribu-
tion from the electron) to this component indicates
that nonradiative hole relaxation completely domi-
nates over radiative recombination, knr,1 . kr,1, so τ1
is effectively the time constant for hole relaxation. Since
C1 is such a prominent feature in the TRPL decay (it
accounts for∼40% of the total amplitude of the decay),
we assume that this initial relaxation process occurs on
all of the QDs in the sample, and that the “relaxed”
exciton is the starting point for all subsequent dynamics.

For C2, AVIS/ANIR = 0.22, so, by eq 7, 89% of this
component is due to decay of the hole and 11% is due
to decay of the electron. The presence of a minor
contribution of electron dynamics to C2 indicates that,
as suggested previously,8,10,11,13,15-17,20,26 this compo-
nent is a competition between radiative recombina-
tion from the relaxed excitonic state (with rate constant
kr,2) and a hole-trapping process from the relaxed
excitonic state into shallow defect states intrinsic to
the QD lattice (with rate constant knr,2), where hole-
trapping dominates: knr,2 > kr,2 (Figure 5, Population 1).

For C3, AVIS/ANIR = 0.46, so C3 is 77% hole and
23% electron; the majority contribution from the hole
indicates that this component must also be due to
a competition between radiative recombination and
hole trapping (Figure 5, Populations 2 and 3). The
bigger contribution of the electron to this component
than to C2 indicates that radiative recombination is
more competitive with hole trapping within C3 than
within C2. A simple explanation for this result is that the
hole-trapping process for QDs that decay via C3 is
slower than the hole-trapping process for QDs that
decay via C2 (knr,3 < knr,2), so recombination, kr,2, ismore
competitive with knr,3 than with knr,2, and the overall
observed excitonic lifetime is longer: τ3 > τ2. In this
case, we observe both τ2 and τ3 lifetimes because there
are two populations (Population 1 and Populations
2/3 in Figure 5) of QDs in the sample differentiated by
the distribution of available hole traps.

For C4, AVIS/ANIR = 1.7, so C4 is 15% hole and 85%
electron. The majority contribution from the electron
indicates that C4 is a competition between electron-

trapping and charge recombination (Figure 5, Popula-
tion 1), where the electron-trapping process (with a
rate constant knr,4) dominates over the radiative pro-
cess, with rate constant kr,3. The radiative process that
contributes to this component must be slower than
1 ns in order for us to observe an overall lifetime of
∼1 ns, so it must be a different radiative process than
that which contributes to C2 and C3, kr,2, which effec-
tively competes with hole-trapping to produce an
average lifetime of ∼50 ps. We suspect that the kr,3
process is the recombination of a conduction band-
edge electron with a trapped hole formed during the
C2 process (Population 1).

For the combination of C5 and C6, AVIS/ANIR = 2.0, so
both C5 and C6 correspond to decay processes that
are due exclusively to electron dynamics. We still
observe PL from the sample on the 10-50-ns time
scale (Figure 2B, inset) even though hole dynamics
do not contribute to decay components (C5 and C6)
observed in the TA on this time scale. The PL must
therefore originate from excitonic states in which
the hole is trapped, perhaps in a surface state that is
decoupled from the valence band, and no longer
contributes to spectral amplitude in the NIR TA. We
can therefore assign the decay processes correspond-
ing to C5 and C6 to competition between nonradiative
electron-trapping processes and radiative recombina-
tion of band-edge electrons with trapped holes. The
observation of two distinct components of this type, C5
and C6, probably indicates that there are two popula-
tions of QDs with the same radiative rate constant, kr,4,
but different distributions of available electron traps,
and therefore different rates of nonradiative decay,
knr,5 (Population 2) and knr,6 (Population 3).

The observation that recombination of band-edge
electrons and trappedholes is observable by PL implies
that the hole-trapped excitons are emissive, and
furthermore, that these excitons have a PL spectrum
that overlaps that of the band-edge state. The pre-
sence of emissive states in which the hole is removed
from the valence band-edge, but with energies near
that of the bandgap (i.e., not deep-trap emission) was
reported previously.1 The observed decays of PL on the
time scales of hole trapping, (3-50 ps) are due to
changes in yield of emission from the relaxed state
formed by knr,1 to the trapped hole states formed by
knr,2 and knr,3. Our mechanism tells us that the hole-
trapping processes do not completely quench the PL
on their own; the final decay of potentially emissive
excitonic states is accomplished by a combination of
electron trapping and radiative recombination.

We repeated this amplitude analysis on another
batch of CdSe QDs that are slightly larger, λabs = 577
nm, see Supporting Information, and we obtained
similar charge carrier assignments for each of the
measured components for both batches of QDs.
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CONCLUSIONS
Our combined TA and TRPL data sets indicate that

there are three populations of QDs present in the
sample; these populations differ by the types of decay
pathways available to the excitonic charge carriers, as
outlined in Figure 5. The map that we propose for
decay of the first excitonic state of CdSe QDs is not the
only possible picture, but it is the simplest physi-
cally reasonable picture suggested by the fits of our
data. We show (in the Supporting Information) that
the multiexponential functions we use to model our
kinetic traces are the simplest (with respect to
number of fitting parameters) functions that ade-
quately fit the data, and that this minimum number
of fitting parameters is not reduced by fitting the
data with a continuously distributed exponential
function (such as a stretched exponential). The TA
and TRPL techniques, as we have applied them here,
do not give us information about the structural and/or
chemical origins of the states present in our mechan-
ism, although the consistent appearance of the 2-5-ps
and 30-70-ps decay components in the literature;for
CdSe and CdS QDs with multiple types of surface
passivation, and in multiple solvents8,10-17,20,21,29;

implies that the processes producing these lifetimes
involve states, as others have suggested, that are
“intrinsic” to the QD core lattice. Our conclusion that the
excitonic states formed by nonradiative trapping of the
hole on these time scales still have enough electron-hole
coupling to be emissive is then not surprising.
The evolution of the excitonic state in colloidal QDs

is system-specific, even for a given size and material of
QD, but several general lessons emerge from this work
that will facilitate interpretation of the dynamics of a
range of solution-phase (and possibly solid phase) QD
ensembles: (i) Transient absorption and time-resolved

PL yield consistent results and provide complementary
information about the evolution of band-edge excitons,
but only if both are used to examine the same time
window (subpicosecond to hundreds of nanoseconds).
Probing different time windows with each technique, or
probing only a portion of the total lifetime of the exciton
can be misleading. (ii) Comparison of the TA spectra in
the visible and NIR regions yields quantitative informa-
tion about the relative contributions of electron andhole-
mediatedprocesses to each observeddecay component.
(iii) There are several potentially emissive excitonic states
in which the hole is not in its initial delocalized core state.
Radiative recombination from these relaxed or trapped
hole states has a different rate than recombination from
the initial core state. This result implies that, in mapping
excitonic decay, there are several values of kr to consider.
Multiexponential behavior is not just caused by variation
in available nonradiative pathways, but also by variation
inavailable radiativepathways throughout theensemble.
It is possible that a given observed kr results from an
equilibrium between an emissive excitonic state and a
state in which one of the carriers is trapped, in which
case variation in kr originates from variation in knr. (iv) In
the types of CdSe QDs we studied, which are Cd-enric-
hed and therefore have little to no Se on the surface, it
appears that trapping of the hole does not directly
quench the PL of the QD, but rather increases the
radiative lifetime such that nonradiative electron-
trapping processes on the 1-100 ns time scale are
competitive with PL.
The results that we derive in this work for QDs with

their native ligands will serve as a starting point for
analyzing the mechanisms by which treatment of the
QDs with other common ligands, such as thiols, ani-
lines, alkylamines, and acids either quenches or en-
hances the PL quantum yield of the sample.34-39

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Synthesis and Purification of QDs. We synthesized colloidal CdSe

QDs using the organometallic precursor-based procedure of
Qu, et al.40 withminormodifications (see Supporting Information).
We arrested the growth of the QDs after injection of the Se
precursor, TOPSe, which was prepared and stored in a glovebox,
byquickly cooling the reactionwith10mLofhexanes. The solution
sat for 12 h in the dark, during which time a white precipitate
(excess cadmium stearate, TOPO, and HDA) formed. Centrifuga-
tion of this suspension at 3500 rpm for 5 min separated a white
pellet of excess ligand, which we discarded, from a red supernate
that contained theQDs. The additionofmethanol to the supernate
(1:1 by volume) and further centrifugation produced a red pellet
of QDs and a colorless supernate containing HDA and TOPO.
We discarded the supernate, dried the QD pellet with a stream of
nitrogen, and stored it in the dark under a nitrogen atmosphere
until use.

ICP-AES. We prepared a sample and calibration standards for
ICP-AES as detailed in the Supporting Information. We acquired
the data on a Varian Vista-MPX instrument and analyzed it using
Varian's ICP-expert II software. We calculated the elemental
concentrations using the calibrated intensities of the Cd atomic

emission peak at 214.439 nm and the Se atomic emission peak
at 196.026 nm. The value and error we report for the elemental
ratio Cd/Se are the average and standard deviation, respec-
tively, of three different measurements of the same sample.

Steady-State Photoluminescence. To prepare samples for PL
measurements, we diluted the QD pellet in distilled CHCl3 to
an optical density (O.D.) of 0.08 in a 1 cm quartz cuvette at the
maximum of the band-edge absorption of the QDs, λ = 572 nm.
We collected the emission spectra on a Fluorolog-3 spectro-
fluorimeter (Horiba JobinYvon Spex) with an excitation wave-
length of λexc = 534 nm over a range of 540-700 nm. We chose
λexc = 534 nm to minimize the contribution of scattered
excitation light in the emission spectrum. The emission and
excitation slit widths were set to pass an effective bandwidth of
2 nm. The PL quantum yield of the solution of QDs was
determined relative to an optically matched sample of Rhoda-
mine 101 as detailed in the Supporting Information.

Ultrafast Transient Absorption. The transient absorption setup,
with visible and NIR continuum probes, is described in detail
elsewhere,26 and in the Supporting Information. The sample
was preparedwith an absorbance of 0.15 at themaximumof the
band-edge absorption feature in a 2mm cuvette, to ensure that
both pump and probe light interact with the CdSe QDs
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uniformly across the sample thickness. The pump light was
depolarized to prevent unintentional photoselection so that
measurements reflect only population dynamics. Incident
pump fluence was adjusted to produce an expected excited
state population of 30% (see Supporting Information for the
calculation). The solution was stirred with a magnetic stir bar to
minimize local heating.

Nanosecond Transient Absorption. Samples for nanosecond tran-
sient absorption spectroscopy41 were prepared by dispersing
QDs in distilled CHCl3 to anODof 0.8 at the band-edge absorption
feature and placed in a 1 cm path length quartz cuvette. The
samples were excited with 7 ns, 1.5 mJ, 560 nm laser pulses using
the frequency-tripled output of a ContinuumPrecision II 8000 Nd:
YAG laser pumping a Continuum Panther optical parametric
oscillator (OPO). The excitation pulse was focused to a 8 mm
diameter spot and matched to the diameter of the probe pulse
generated using a xenon flashlamp (EG&G Electro-Optics FX-200).
Kinetic traces were observed from 450 to 700 nm every 5 nm
using a monochromator and photomultiplier tube with high
voltage applied to only four dynodes (Hamamatsu R928), and
recorded with a LeCroy Wavesurfer 42Xs oscilloscope interfaced
to a customized Labview program (Labview v. 8.5.2). The total
instrument response time is 7 ns and is determined primarily by
the laser pulse duration. We monitored the bleach of the ground
state at 555 nm, a higher energy than the peak of the ground-state
(GS) bleach feature (572 nm), in order to minimize the amount of
pump scatter and photoluminescence from the QD captured by
the detector.

Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting. A 450-nm diode laser
(PicoQuant model no. LDH-P-C-450B) operating at a 2 MHz rep
rate was used to excite a sample of QDs dispersed to an O.D. of
0.1 at the band-edge maximum in distilled CHCl3 as it was
stirred in a 1-cm four-sided quartz cuvette. Photons emitted
from the sample were focused into a fiber optic cable located
perpendicular to the excitation source. The output of the fiber
was passed through a double monochromator (Spectral Pro-
ducts CM112) set to 579 nm (the peak of the steady-state
emission). A second fiber optic guided the output of the
monochromator onto the photocathode of a photomultiplier
tube (PMT, Hamamatsu H5783-20). A timer-counter-analyzer
with 50 ps bin size resolution (Pendulum CNT91) was used to
measure the difference in time between the start signal from the
PMT and the stop signal from the nuclear instrumentationmodule
(NIM) synchronization output of the laser controller. The laser
fluence was adjusted so that the ratio of the number of counted
signals from the PMT to the number of laser pulses in the same
time period was less than 0.01 to ensure that counting obeyed
Poisson statistics. The instrument response time was 280 ps as
measuredby the full-width-at-half-maximum(fwhm) of the count-
ing histogram of laser light from an elastic scattering sample.

Photoluminescence Upconversion. Part of the 800 nm, 150 kHz
output of a Coherent RegA 100-250 kHz system was sent into
an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) where the 520 nm pump
pulse was generated, while the other portion was used as the
gate pulse. The pump pulse was sent through a prism pair to
compress the pulse to ∼50 fs, and afterward was sent along
with the gate into anUltrafast SystemsHalcyone setup. The gate
was directed to a retroreflector on a delay stage; the pump was
focused onto a 2 mm cuvette containing QDs dispersed to an
OD of 0.15 at the band-edge in CHCl3. The sample was stirred
with amagnetic stirrer to reduce sample degradation and heating
effects. After passing througha low-pass filter, photoluminescence
generated in the samplewas focused togetherwith the gate pulse
onto a β-BaB2O4 (BBO) crystal to create a sum-frequency genera-
tion (SFG) signal, which was then focused into a monochromator
and into a PMT. The time-response was 300 fs, as determined by
the fwhm of an upconverted Raman peak of toluene. We varied
the time delay between the pump and gate pulses bymoving the
retroreflector on thedelay stage in order to obtain a kinetic trace of
the SFG signal.
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